November Recap

Another month flew by and 2015 is almost coming to an end.

For the month of November Pre-School learned about Thanksgiving and the importance of giving thanks to everyone. They were also read the Thanksgiving Story.

K-2 focused on the Triangle shape, color Brown and number 3 in both Armenian and English. In English they learned the letters Ee & Ff.

K-3 learned the Triangle shape, color Brown, numbers 1-9 in both languages and letters from the Armenian Alphabet. They traced and learned letters Kk- Nn, while reviewing past letters and numbers. This month’s theme was "Harvest Time".

In Bible K-2 and K-3 were taught about Baby Moses. K-4 learned about Jacob & Esau and Joseph.

K-4 learned the Triangle shape, color Brown, numbers 1-11 in both languages and letters from the Armenian Alphabet. They also wrote and learned letters LL-Nn and reviewed letters Aa- Mm. Practiced consonant sounds for letters: D, G, J, N, R, T, W, Y.

This month’s theme was "Seasons All Around". They were also read "Bear in Sunshine".

November Birthdays

Joslyn Panossian K-3A
Theodore Mansion K-3B
Gary Avakian K-4
Mrs. Silva Kizirian K-3
Mrs. Seta Terzian K-3A

SPECIAL THANK YOU
The Pre-School Faculty and Staff would like to thank all the parents for the new refrigerator for our Pre-School. It was a wonderful surprise. Thank you again, you all are very much appreciated!
With kind regards,
The Pre-School Faculty and Staff

Upcoming Events

- Wednesday December 23rd
  Half Day - dismissal at 11:30am

- Thursday December 24th
  - January 10th -- Christmas Vacation

- Monday January 11, 2016
  School Year resumes

Friendly Reminders

- Thank you parents for participating in our recycling program! It has been a BIG help! Each class is banking in the money to help out with classroom needs. Combined we have collected over $300!!
- Thank you for all the BoxTops!! We will continue to collect BoxTops ALL year round. Our next collection is in February. Let’s do our best to get first place again!! If you need collection sheets, please ask Mrs. Mary in the office.
- Parents we kindly ask to please not park in the middle lane during Drop-Off. The middle lane MUST STAY CLEAR AT ALL TIMES. This is because of safety guidelines and traffic control. Thank you.
- Students who show symptoms of illness such as fever, coughing, or runny nose should stay home for their own best interest and for the well-being of other students.
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The 60th day of school was celebrated by dressing up in 60’s outfits and there were cars from the 60’s parked at the school which made for some great photos!
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